Unlike other aspects of language comprehension, the ability to process complex sentences develops rather late in life. Brain maturation as well as verbal working memory (vWM) expansion have been discussed as possible reasons. To determine the factors contributing to this functional development, we assessed three aspects in different age-groups (5-6 years, 7-8 years, and adults): first, functional brain activity during the processing of increasingly complex sentences; second, brain structure in language-related ROIs; and third, the behavioral comprehension performance on complex sentences and the performance on an independent vWM test. At the whole-brain level, brain functional data revealed a qualitatively similar neural network in children and adults including the left pars opercularis (PO), the left inferior parietal lobe together with the posterior superior temporal gyrus (IPL/pSTG), the supplementary motor area, and the cerebellum. While functional activation of the languagerelated ROIs PO and IPL/pSTG predicted sentence comprehension performance for all age-groups, only adults showed a functional selectivity in these brain regions with increased activation for more complex sentences. The attunement of both the PO and IPL/pSTG toward a functional selectivity for complex sentences is predicted by region-specific gray matter reduction while that of the IPL/pSTG is additionally predicted by vWM span. Thus, both structural brain maturation and vWM expansion provide the basis for the emergence of functional selectivity in language-related brain regions leading to more efficient sentence processing during development.
Introduction
Language acquisition rests on coherent developmental trajectories on cognitive behavioral, brain structural, and brain functional levels. Children typically acquire their native language spontaneously and without conscious effort. Newborns are equipped with amazing implicit mechanisms to acquire each language they are exposed to, but their ability to discriminate non-native sound contrasts (Werker and Tees, 2002) or to automatically extract rules from the auditory input (Mueller et al., 2012) is dramatically reduced as the underlying brain systems mature (Citron et al., 2011) . For languages learned after childhood, high proficiency can only be achieved via more explicit learning mechanisms (for a review, see Zevin et al., 2012) , suggesting that native language acquisition is confined to a certain period (Lenneberg, 1967) . Within this period, acquisition of native phonetic and prosodic processing skills take place during the first year of life (for a review, see Kuhl and Rivera-Gaxiola, 2008; Kuhl, 2004) , whereas grammar acquisition, although starting before the age of 3 years (Hamburger and Crain, 1982; Weissenborn, 1994) , extends until the age of 7 years (Dittmar et al., 2008; Johnson and Newport, 1989; Meisel, 2011; Zevin et al., 2012) .
The observed developmental periods for specific aspects of language acquisition suggest fundamental time windows for neural plasticity in language-relevant brain regions. Seminal studies on the relationship between structural brain maturation and language development found that receptive and productive phonological skills of children between 5 and 11 years correlate with measurements of gray matter probability (GMP) in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG; Lu et al., 2007) , and that gray matter of the left supramarginal gyrus and left posterior temporal regions correlate with vocabulary knowledge in teenagers between 12 and 17 years of age (Richardson et al., 2010) . In general, gray matter density decreases along development, with higher-order association regions decreasing later than lower-order sensorimotor regions (Brain Development Cooperative Group, 2012; Gogtay et al., 2004) . Specifically, gray matter in those frontal and parietal brain regions that are involved in sentence processing in adults (for a review, see Friederici, 2011) only appears to decrease between 7 and 12 years (Giedd et al., 1999; Sowell et al., 2003) , and recent structural imaging data have shown that the structural integrity of these regions correlates with the crucial cognitive abilities underlying complex sentence comprehension (Fengler et al., 2015) .
However, it is unclear whether the maturation of cortical gray matter constrains the functional attunement of language-relevant brain areas to sentence processing. In the fully matured adult brain, a functional dissociation of syntactic and semantic processing has been shown within the IFG (Goucha and Friederici, 2015; Newman et al., 2010) , with the left PO being involved in syntactic processing, and semantic processes involving more anterior parts of the IFG (Friederici, 2011) . Children, around the age of 6 years, however, do not yet show a similar functional segregation in the IFG (Brauer and Friederici, 2007; Skeide et al., 2014) . Moreover, in adults, the left PO has been found to increase its activation with the complexity of sentences (Friederici, 2011; Kinno et al., 2008; Makuuchi et al., 2009; Newman et al., 2010; Röder et al., 2002) , whereas a functional selectivity for sentence complexity in this region only emerges around the age of 6 years (Knoll et al., 2012) . In adults, the processing of complex sentences, however, is not supported by the IFG alone, but rather by a frontotemporal network (Friederici, 2011) . This network also includes the pSTG, which is thought to subserve the integration of syntactic and semantic information; in addition, the network involves the IPL, which is proposed to subserve verbal working memory (vWM) during sentence comprehension (Meyer et al., 2012) . In children, the pSTG and the IPL are also part of the network active during sentence processing-at least in 6-years-olds (Brauer and Friederici, 2007; Knoll et al., 2012) . Thus, there are indications that the functional language network develops toward an adult-like system around the age of 6 years. While developmental trajectories from children-like to adult-like functional activation patterns within this network have been described with respect to both brain functional changes and brain structural changes of the gray matter, descriptions of the tripartite relationship between brain structure, brain function, and behavioral performance are rare. From the two studies investigating the tripartite relationship at school age, one used orthographic naming (Lu et al., 2009 ) and the other a sentence comparison paradigm (Nuñez et al., 2011) .
Here, we investigate three age-groups: children aged 5-6 years, aged 7-8 years and adults. We hypothesized that gray matter maturation of the language-relevant brain regions in the left hemisphere across agegroups may lead to adult-like brain activation patterns for complex sentence processing, and that more mature activation patterns are associated with better performance. In addition, a hypothesis concerning the vWM was formulated, based on the findings that the processing of complex sentences is memory-demanding (Felser et al., 2003a) , and vWM expansion has been proposed as a crucial predictor of children's sentence processing skills between 6 and 8 years of age (Felser et al., 2003b; Montgomery et al., 2008; Weighall and Altmann, 2011) . We hypothesized that the activation pattern for complex sentence processing may partially be predicted by activation in the IPL; in turn, the activation of the IPL should correlate with an increase of vWM span. To test these hypotheses, a number of different analyses were performed. First, to assess functional brain activation, we conducted functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) during the processing of syntactically complex as compared to simple sentences in all three age-groups. Sentence complexity was operationalized by varying the number of embedded relative clauses with increasing levels of hierarchy systematically leading to more complex sentence structures (see Fig. 1 ). Previous studies attributed children's difficulties in processing relative clauses to limitations in the cognitive capacities such as vWM (e.g., Kidd and Bavin, 2002; Kidd et al., 2007) , which result in a non-adult-like processing strategy (Felser et al., 2003b; Sheldon, 1977; Tavakolian, 1981) . Behavioral performance on these sentences was assessed during fMRI scanning for each participant using a sentence-picture-matching paradigm (see Fig. 1 and Method Section). In addition to these sentence comprehension tests, the vWM capacity of each participant was measured by a standardized Digit Span test (Tewes, 1994) . Second, to evaluate whether brain structural maturation underlies brain functional maturation, we conducted a voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis extracting the GMP for those regions of interests (ROIs) that are reported in the literature to support sentence processing (Friederici, 2011) and which in the present data showed increased functional activation during sentence processing in the whole-brain functional analysis. Based on prior studies, we expected functional activation in PO and STG as core parts of the language network and in IPL as a region supporting vWM during the processing of complex sentences. Third, to investigate which age-related Fig. 1 . Exemplary sentence materials and picture sets. Sentence complexity was manipulated by the number of embeddings. (A) Simple sentences contained a single relative clause and (B) complex sentences contained two relative clauses. In parallel to the auditory presentation of the simple and complex sentences, participants were presented with two pictures, one matching the stimulus sentence and one not matching the stimulus sentence. Picture set A 1 and B 1 illustrate stimuli of the experimental condition which tested the comprehension of the long-distance dependencies, picture set A 2 and B 2 are filler items which were included in order to prevent the application of processing strategies. Via button press participants indicated which of these pictures was the correct one. changes (GMP, performance differences, and digit span) contribute to changes in functional activation patterns, we computed correlational analyses and explorative multiple regressions. Finally, activation of different regions activated during sentence processing were used as predictors for the functional brain results in PO.
Methods

Participants
Children were recruited from local kindergartens and schools. Before participation, parents were invited for an informative meeting about the experiment and scanning procedure. Parental consent and children's verbal assent was obtained prior to data acquisition. In total, 59 children and 21 adults (mean age: 27 years, standard deviation (SD): 44 months) took part in the experiment. According to questionnaires filled out by our participants or their parents, all of them were monolingual German speakers, right-handed (abridged version of Oldfield, 1971) , and had no neurological, medical, or psychological disorders. Twenty-one children had to be excluded after fMRI scanning due to excessive movement in more than 50% of the trials and/or quitting (see Procedure section; n = 9), no baseline brain activation in response to sound (n = 4), performance accuracy below 50% (see Procedure section; n = 4), performance below average on the standardized test for the reception of grammar (n = 1), constantly responding after the response time window (see Procedure section; n = 1), or brain anomalies as verified by trained clinicians (n = 2). The final children sample consisted of eighteen children between 5 and 6 years (mean age: 72.0 months, SD: 6 months) and twenty children between 7 and 8 (mean age: 95.5 months, SD: 7 months). All procedures were approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the University of Leipzig.
Materials
Sentence comprehension test
Sentence materials (see Fig. 1 ) were sentences containing three clauses, arranged into different levels of syntactic complexity: sentences with coordinated clauses (baseline condition, see Inline Supplementary  Fig. S1 ), sentences with one embedded relative clause (simple sentences), and sentences with two embedded relative clauses (complex sentences).
Inline Supplementary Fig. S1 can be found online at http://dx.doi. org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2016.01.012.
Twenty-two sets in the three conditions were constructed, yielding a full set of 66 sentences. Sentences were recorded by a trained female speaker, digitized (44.1 kHz/16 bit sampling rate, mono), and normalized according to the root-mean-square amplitude of all files. Average sentence duration was 5.2 s (SD: 0.5 s). Sentences across conditions contained an equal number of clauses (3), pronouns (2), and verbs (3). Due to the coordination, simple sentences contained one additional word (altogether 11 words) in comparison to complex sentences (altogether 10 words). To avoid semantic complexity effects, the content of the sentences of the different conditions was held as constant as possible: Each sentence described a scene involving two interacting animals. One of the three clauses described the color of one of the animals using a copula, the second clause described the action involving the two animals by a reversible transitive verb, and the third clause described the emotional expression (laughing/crying) of one of the animals by an intransitive verb.
The coordinated sentences contained the same amount of subclauses, words, verbs, and pronouns as embedded sentences. They were constructed as a high-level baseline that controlled for brain activations with respect to pronoun and verb processing. By embedding relative clauses into superordinate clauses, we increased the number of long-distance dependencies between the subject and the verb of a sentence and the sentence's level of hierarchy.
Corresponding to each sentence, picture sets of two pictures were created, focusing on the comprehension of the long-distance dependency between the sentence-initial subject and sentence-final verb (see Fig. 1A 1 and B 1 ). To avoid the development of strategies, we included 18 filler items (picture sets), 6 for each sentence structure, that tested comprehension performance of the other two sub-clauses (see Fig. 1A 2 and B 2 ). Altogether, an experimental list contained 66 trials and 11 null events (6 s of a blank screen), from which an individual list was pseudo-randomized for each participant.
Working memory test
For the assessment of participants' vWM abilities, we employed the German-abridged version of the digit span test (Tewes, 1994 ) from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for children (WISC IV; Wechsler, 2003) . Although vWM not only includes the maintenance of information, but also attentional processes, we chose to use digit span as representative measurement for our study because it measures the ability to store verbal material and successful comprehension of embedded sentences crucially relies on this capacity. Functional brain imaging in adults has observed previously that brain activity during the comprehension of sentences with working memory intensive long-distance dependencies Fig. 2 . Behavioral results. All age-groups performed above chance. (A) Response accuracy (%) and (B) reaction times (ms). Across age-groups, participants performed significantly better for simple sentences. Reaction time differences could be only found for the youngest age-group. **p b 0.01; ***p b 0.001.
correlates substantially with participants' forward digit span, unlike executive functions required to track the positioning of subjects and objects inside a sentence (Meyer et al., 2012) .
Procedure
In a separate session prior to fMRI scanning, digit span was assessed (see Materials section). During the experiment, sentences and pictures were presented using the Presentation® software package (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA, USA). Auditory stimuli were presented via air-conduction headphones; visual stimuli were presented via LCD display glasses (both VisuaStim XGA, Resonance Technology Inc., Northridge, CA, USA). To familiarize children with the scanning procedure, they were invited for a training session 1 week prior to scanning. The training session involved stimuli of the same syntactic structure as the experimental items. However, to prevent training effects, sentence structures contained different words compared to the experimental stimuli. In this session, children watched a movie before and after the experiment in a model scanner to simulate the time needed for anatomical data collection. Motion was controlled by a motion sensor, and verbal and visual motion feedback was given. Before actual scanning, the experimenter presented printed examples of stimuli that were not presented during the experiment to remind children of and to familiarize adults with the procedure. The experimental procedure (see below) during actual scanning was the same as in the training session. Both training session and actual experiment started with an introduction, during which volume acquisition was already started to allow for magnetic saturation effects to establish. An experimental trial started with a random onset jitter of 0, 400, 800, 1200, or 1600 ms length, after which an auditory sentence stimulus was presented. In parallel, two pictures were presented on the left and right of the display glasses, one matching and one mismatching the auditory stimulus. Participants held a button in each hand and were instructed to indicate via button press whether the left or right picture matched the sentence heard, whereby the response time window was limited to 4 s after stimulus offset. Presentation side of the correct picture was counterbalanced across conditions and participants. Each trial lasted 12 s, resulting in a total scanning time of approximately 22 minutes.
Data acquisition
During fMRI scanning, we obtained the response accuracy (i.e., correct versus incorrect response) and the reaction time (RT) for each trial. Anatomical and functional brain data were acquired with a whole-body 3-T Magnetom TIM TRIO scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) with a 12-channel head coil. Functional data were acquired with a gradient-echo EPI sequence (repetition time (TR) = 2 s; echo time (TE) = 30 ms; flip angle = 90°; 26 slices; data matrix = 64 × 64 voxels; voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm 3 ; 1 mm gap; field of view (FOV) = 192 mm; 484 volumes). Structural data were obtained with a T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo 3D sequence with selective water excitation and linear phase encoding. The magnetization preparation consisted of a non-selective inversion pulse. To avoid aliasing, oversampling was performed in the read direction (inversion time = 740 ms; TR = 1480 ms; TR of the gradient-echo kernel (snapshot FLASH) = 10 ms; TE = 3.46 ms; flip angle = 10°; data matrix = 256 × 240 voxels; voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1.5 mm 3 ; FOV = 256 × 240 mm 2 ; 128 partitions; slab thickness = 192 mm).
Data analysis
Behavioral data analysis We quantified sentence comprehension performance for each participant by calculating mean response accuracies and mean reaction times. To exclude that children performed at chance level, we performed a one-sample t-test between the mean response accuracy and chance level performance (50% correct responses) for each age-group. In order to rule out that participants only focus on relevant parts of the sentence, paired-samples t-tests between mean response accuracy for test and filler items of each sentence structure in each age-group were computed. To determine potential performance differences between simple and complex sentences as well as the influence of age, we entered the performance data into a 2 (COMPLEXITY) × 3 (AGE) analyses of variance (ANOVA). A comparison of performance data between experimental conditions and baseline sentences can be found in the supplementary material (see Inline Supplementary Fig. S2 ).
Inline Supplementary Fig. S2 can be found online at http://dx.doi. org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2016.01.012.
Analysis of MRI data
Functional MRI data. Analysis of functional MRI data was performed using the SPM8 software package (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neurosciences, UCL, London, UK). Images were corrected for slice timing, and the time series was realigned to the first image. Trials with excessive movement (N 3 mm in any direction) were excluded from statistical analysis (5-to 6-year-olds: 4.4% of trials; 7-to 8-yearolds: 1.6% of trials; adults: 0% of trials). This also resulted in the exclusion of four participants from further analyses (see Participants section). Before image normalization (gray matter segmentation-based procedure), functional images were co-registered to participants' anatomical image, then to a template appropriate from early to advanced puberty (Fonov et al., 2011) to keep normalization bias equal across age-groups. Previous studies have shown that normalization to a standard adults' MR template is valid only from 7 years of age (Burgund et al., 2002; Kang et al., 2003) but can drive spurious differences between agegroups (Wilke et al., 2002) and increased variance in brain contours (Muzik et al., 2000) in younger age-groups. Functional data were resampled to 2 × 2 × 2 mm 3 voxel size. A spatial smoothing filter with a kernel of 8.0 mm 3 FWHM was applied. A temporal high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1/100 Hz was used to remove lowfrequency signal changes and baseline drifts. For statistical analysis, experimental epochs were modeled starting at the last word of each sentence, where the relationship between the initial subject and the sentence-final verb is established. For each participant, these events were passed into a general linear model, creating a design matrix on the basis of a convolution with a canonical hemodynamic response function, yielding statistical parametric maps. Excluded error and movement trials as well as the six movement parameters for each scan were modeled as covariates of no interest.
Whole-brain analysis. Two contrast images were generated to capture brain activity during the successful processing of the simple sentences and complex sentences, respectively, compared to the high-level baseline. Group statistics were computed from the two contrast images per participant, using a 2 (COMPLEXITY) × 3 (AGE) random-effects model, as well as gender and the lateralization quotient from the handedness assessment as covariates of no interest. Statistical maps were thresholded at peak level p b 0.001 (uncorrected) with a cluster-level false discovery rate (FDR) correction of q b 0.05. In order to avoid circular analyses, post hoc comparisons were not computed on the wholebrain level, but restricted to ROIs.
ROI analyses. To explore the underlying signal behind the interaction effects on the whole-brain level (Poldrack, 2007;  see Results section), we calculated percentage signal change values using MarsBar (available at http://marsbar.sourceforge.net) inside four different ROIs as defined by the group-peak activation clusters in the whole-brain analysis (see Results section). Results of repeated-measures GLMs can be found in the supplementary material (see Inline Supplementary Fig. S4 ). To quantify the functional selectivity of our ROIs, which are languagerelevant for complex sentence processing (PO and IPL/pSTG), we subtracted the percent signal change of simple sentences from complex sentences-henceforth referred to as Brain Functional Complexity Score. Values above zero indicate complexity sensitivity, and values at or below zero point to complexity insensitivity. To further investigate age-related changes of the functional selectivity for syntactic complexity in each ROI, we computed between-group planned comparisons with Bonferroni-corrected significance thresholds.
Voxel-based morphometry analyses. Structural brain data were analyzed using VBM to quantify region-specific cortical maturation. Images were resampled to 1 × 1 × 1 mm 3 and segmented into gray matter, white matter, and cerebro-spinal fluid based on intensity values and tissue probability maps. Because tissue probability maps generated from adult images can misclassify children's data (Altaye et al., 2008) , we used different maps for our adult (ICBM atlas) and children (age-appropriate maps form the NIHPD-database; Fonov et al., 2011) groups. The gray and white matter segments were then iteratively matched onto a template generated from their own mean by employing diffeomorphic anatomical registration using exponentiated lie algebra (DARTEL; Ashburner, 2007) . To avoid the non-linear warping to obscure regional GMPs, GMP values were corrected for the relative amount of warping then resampled to 1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5 mm 3 voxel size and smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 8 mm 3 at FWHM. Each participant's GMP was averaged across each of the language-related ROIs derived from the functional analysis (see Results section): PO and pSTG/IPL.
Between-group comparisons
Previous studies indicate age-related changes in GMP of frontal and parietal areas (Giedd et al., 1999; Sowell et al., 2003) , digit span (e.g., Camos and Barrouillet, 2011) , and sentence comprehension performance (e.g., Kidd and Bavin, 2002; Kidd et al., 2007) along the trajectory outlined by our age-groups. Thus, we performed univariate analyses for each of these factors to check for significant age effects.
Correlational analyses
First, to determine whether functional activation is related to more efficient processing, we ran partial correlational analyses between the percent signal change and performance data (mean response accuracy and mean reaction time) for each condition in these ROIs, controlling for the mean percent signal change. In order to identify whether these effects are subject-specific or developmentally driven, we included age as additional controlling variable into a further analysis. Since selectivity of brain regions can only be achieved by identical processing strategies and previous developmental studies indicate that insufficient vWM may alter sentence processing strategies (Felser et al., 2003b; Kidd and Bavin, 2002; Kidd et al., 2007; Sheldon, 1977; Tavakolian, 1981) , we computed correlations between Brain Functional Complexity Scores and digit span. This was done to test whether the functional selectivity of our brain regions which are language-relevant to complex sentence processing is associated with the vWM of our participants.
Second, to analyze the relationship between brain function and brain structure, we correlated Brain Functional Complexity Scores and GMP in each ROI. Again, age was included to test for specific age effects. All Pearson's correlational analyses were Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons.
Finally, we sought to address the question which age-related changes (see Inline Supplementary Fig. S6 ) may contribute to the functional attunement of our language-related regions. To assess the differential relationship between an area's functional selectivity, structural maturation of the underlying gray matter, changes in performance differences between conditions, and the expansion of vWM, we ran a multiple regression analysis in each ROI. Here we treated Brain Functional Complexity Scores as dependent variable; age, GMP, performance differences between conditions, and digit span were used as predictors. Due to small variance in response accuracies, only reaction time differences were included into the model. However, fairly high correlation coefficients (see Inline Supplementary Tables S1 and S2) indicate that multicollinearity between our predictors might be present in the model. Following Kraha et al. (2012) , further steps involved techniques addressing the problem of multicollinearity. Since beta weights are affected by covariances of predictors, we computed structure coefficients to determine how much each predictor directly contributes to the explanation of the Brain Functional Complexity Scores (see Table 4 ). In addition, we ran commonality analyses (Nimon et al., 2008) to asses shared and unique contributions of our predictors to explain the Brain Functional Complexity Score in each ROI. By means of testing against a random baseline, which contained the mean of variance contribution from 5000 commonality analyses computed with 5000 random permutations for each predictor, the significance of each contribution was tested. Finally, relative importance weights (Braun and Oswald, 2011) were computed to determine proportionate contributions of each predictor to the model, after correcting for the effects of intercorrelations among each other.
Inline Supplementary Tables S1 and S2 can be found online at http:// dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2016.01.012.
Results
Behavioral results
Performance accuracy on sentence comprehension was above chance across conditions and age-groups (all p b 0.001; see Fig. 2 ). However, mean response accuracy for test and filler items significantly differed for 5-to 6-year-olds (t(17) = 4.51, p b 0.001; see Inline Supplementary Fig. S3) . Filler items, which tested the comprehension of the other sub-clauses, were included to prevent that our participants develop the strategy to selectively focus on the final sub-clause. While this strategy would increase performance for test items, it would result in poor performance for filler items at the same time. Since significant differences between test and filler items, which have been found for the 5-to 6-year-olds, may indicate the application of this strategy, we tested if this age-group performs above chance with respect to filler items. As the performance of 5-to 6-year-olds for filler items significantly differs from chance (t(17) = 3.28; p b 0.01), we can conclude that the 5-to 6-year-olds children paid attention to the sub-clauses tested by the filler items. The 2 (complexity) × 3 (age) ANOVAs on the performance data (see Fig. 2 ) yielded main effects of sentence complexity (F(1,56) = 19.03, p b 0.001) and age (F(2,56) = 8.96, p b 0.001) for mean response accuracy and an interaction between sentence complexity and age (F(2,56) = 3.33, p b 0.05) for mean reaction time. Post hoc comparisons with Bonferroni adjustments (α = 0.02) reveal that while mean response accuracy was better for simple than for complex sentence structures across age-groups (t(58) = 4.09, p b 0.001), only 5-to 6-year-olds show significant differences in mean reaction time (t(17) = −3.57, p b 0.01; see Fig. 2 ).
Inline Supplementary Fig. S3 can be found online at http://dx.doi. org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2016.01.012.
Functional MRI results
Whole-brain analysis
The whole-brain analysis revealed a sentence complexity × age interaction in the language-related left PO (main peak at x = -32, y = 12, z = 28) and left IPL extending into the left pSTG (main peak at x = -36, y = -46, z = 38), as well as bilaterally in the cerebellum (main peak at x = 14, y = -78, z = -28), and the supplementary motor area (SMA; main peak at x = 0, y = 24, z = 48). No significant main effects were obtained (see Fig. 3 and Table 1 ).
ROI analysis
The exploration of age-related changes in the percent signal change for each condition in each ROI (see Inline Supplementary Fig. S4 ) as well as results for SMA and the cerebellum can be found in the supplementary material (see Inline Supplementary Figs. S4 and S5 ).
Brain Functional Complexity Scores increased with age (see Table 2 ) only between adults and both children groups, but not among children groups in left PO (5-to 6-year-olds versus adults: t(37) = − 3.85, p b 0.001; 7-to 8-year-olds versus adults: t(39) = − 3.58, p b 0.008) and left IPL/pSTG (5-to 6-year-olds versus adults: t(37) = − 5.06, p b 0.001; 7-to 8-year-olds versus adults: t(39) = −4.03, p b 0.001), which are depicted in Fig. 3A and B, as well as in the Cerebellum (5-to 6-year-olds versus adults: t(37) = −4.10, p b 0.001; 7-to 8-year-olds versus adults: t(39) = −3.30, p b 0.008) and SMA (5-to 6-year-olds versus adults: t(37) = −3.74, p b 0.008; 7-to 8-year-olds versus adults: t(39) = −3.36, p b 0.008; Inline Supplementary Fig. S5C and D).
Age-related changes
As shown in other developmental studies, age-related changes of the GMP could be found for the left PO (F(2,56)) = 27.53, p b 0.001) and the left IPL/pSTG (F(2,56)) = 27.53, p b 0.001). These effects are driven by a particular decrease of GMP between childhood and adulthood whereas children of different age-groups do not differ (see Inline Supplementary  Fig. S6A 1 and A 2 ) . Behaviorally, we predicted age-related changes in digit span and performance. Since previous analyses only indicate an interaction between performance for the sentence structures and age in reaction time, we focused our analysis on the age-related differences in reaction time. An increase of digit span (F(2,56) = 18.83, p b 0.001; see Inline Supplementary Fig. S6B ) as well as a decrease of performance differences based on reaction time could be shown (F(2,56) = 3.33, p b 0.05; see Inline Supplementary Fig. S6C ).
Inline Supplementary Fig. S6 can be found online at http://dx.doi. org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2016.01.012.
Correlational results
Brain function-behavior
With respect to accuracy, we found that partial correlational analyses indicate a negative relationship between performance for simple sentences and percent signal change in both the left PO (r p = −0.43, p b 0.01) and the left IPL/pSTG (r p = − 0.54, p b 0.001). Thus, the more accurate performance for simple sentences is associated with less activation in our ROIs. Whereas correlations in PO are developmentally driven across age-groups, the correlation in the left IPL/pSTG also remains if controlled for the influence of age (r p = − 0.46, p b 0.001). While increased activation of the left IPL/pSTG for complex sentences is also clearly correlated with increased response accuracy (r p = 0.47, p b 0.001), the left PO only shows a tendency toward a correlation (r p = 0.32, p = 0.015; Bonferroni adjustment of α = 0.013). Decreased reaction time and increased percent signal change is only related for complex sentences in the left PO (r p = − 0.39; p b 0.01) and the left IPL/pSTG (r p = − 0.45, p b 0.001), but not for simple sentences (PO: r p = 0.26, p = 0.05; IPL/pSTG: r p = 0.31, p = 0.02). These results are summarized in Table 3 .
Furthermore, we found correlations between the Brain Functional Complexity Scores and digit span for both ROIs. of age on the Brain Functional Complexity Score in both ROIs (see Table 4 ). However, since there exist high correlations among our predictors (see Inline Supplementary Tables S1 and S2), and since beta weights are highly influenced by covariance, we computed structure coefficients for each predictor which represent correlations between the predictor and the predicted criterion scores. Therefore, structure coefficients are correlational coefficients that are not influenced by other predictors. The squared structure coefficients reveal that GMP can account for 61% of the explained variance in the Brain Functional Complexity Scores in PO and 52% of the explained variance in IPL/pSTG. Digit span can account for 42% of the obtained effect in PO and 48% of the obtained effect in IPL/pSTG (see Table 4 ). Furthermore, the sum of squared structure coefficients greater than 1 for PO (2.14) and IPL/pSTG (2.6) confirms considerable amount of multicollinearity between predictors.
The commonality analyses (see Inline Supplementary Table S3 ) address the problem of multicollinearity by providing separate measures for unique and shared variance of predictors. Brain Functional Complexity Scores of both ROIs were best explained by the shared variance components of age and GMP (PO: 20.52%; IPL/pSTG: 22.23%) as well as age, GMP, and digit span (PO: 19.6%, IPL/pSTG: 16.5; see Fig. 4 ). In the left IPL/pSTG, Brain Functional Complexity Scores were also optimally predicted by shared variance of age and digit span (17.6%; see Fig. 4B ).
Inline Supplementary Table S3 can be found online at http://dx.doi. org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2016.01.012.
Relative importance weights constitute the proportionate contribution from each predictor to R 2 after correcting the effect of intercorrelation between predictors. As age has the highest relative importance weights across different models (see Table 5 ), it can be considered to be the most important variable predicting the Brain Functional Complexity Score in both ROIs. If age is excluded from the model, GMP becomes the most important predictor in PO, whereas GMP and digit span compete for the relative importance in IPL/pSTG (see Table 5 ).
Brain functional predictors for activation in PO As our functional ROIs have been discussed as being part of different functional networks underlying sentence processing across development (Brauer et al., 2013) , we computed multiple regression analyses in each age-group. More specifically, this was done to assess changes of the relationship between the activation patterns inside the PO and the other functional brain regions as revealed by the whole-brain analysis across age-groups. For this analysis, the Brain Functional Complexity Score of PO was used as dependent variable and the Brain Functional Complexity Scores of the IPL/pSTG, the cerebellum, and the SMA as predictors. Results revealed different correlational patterns within the language network across development. In the youngest age-group (5-6 years), the activation difference between complex and simple sentences was predicted by the activation in the SMA (β = 0. 
Discussion
The present study's goal was to establish the missing link between the brain functional attunement of language-relevant areas to sentence processing and the underlying gray matter brain structural changes from childhood to adulthood. Furthermore, we aimed at characterizing the emergence of accurate processing of complex sentences, by considering the relation between behavioral performance during sentence processing, vWM, and the functional brain activation during complex sentence processing. For adults, a well-described network in the left hemisphere including the PO, the IPL, and the pSTG was found to support sentence processing. For all these regions of interest, a functional attunement toward an adult-like selectivity for complex sentences across development was observed. Shared variances of age and GMP, shared variances of age and digit span, and shared variances of age, GMP, and digit span explain most of the variance in Brain Functional Complexity Scores of both language-related ROIs (see Fig. 4 ). However, relative importance weights indicate that the functional attunement of the left PO activation was clearly related to the region's GMP maturation inferior parietel lobe; pSTG = posterior superior temporal gyrus; GMP = gray matter probability; RT diff = reaction for complex sentences − reaction time for simple sentences; DS = digit span. Left PO t(36) = 0.83 t(37) = 3.85*** t(39) = 3.58** Left IPL/pSTG t(36) = 1.26 t(37) = 5.06*** t(39) = 4.03*** Brain Functional Complexity Scores: percent signal change for simple sentences subtracted from percent signal change for complex sentences; PO = pars opercularis; IPL = inferior parietal lobe; pSTG = posterior superior temporal gyrus; results are corrected for multiple comparisons; **p b 0.008; ***p b 0.001. whereas the functional attunement of the IPL/pSTG rather reflects an interplay between gray matter maturation and increasing vWM span (see Table 5 ). The former finding is in line with previous work providing evidence for the relevance of the left PO in the ability to process complex sentences (Friederici, 2011; Friederici et al., 2006; Kinno et al., 2008; Makuuchi et al., 2009; Newman et al., 2010; Röder et al., 2002 ). The latter finding can be related to the observation that the IPL supports vWM processes in adults (Leff et al., 2009; Owen et al., 2005) , especially during sentence processing (Buchsbaum et al., 2005; Meyer et al., 2012; Novais-Santos et al., 2007) . Age-related functional changes were also observed in the SMA and the cerebellum bilaterally. The development toward an adult-like language processing system is reflected in changes of the relation between the different brain regions within the language network. In adults, the activation in PO is fully predicted by the functional activation of the IPL/pSTG. In the older children, PO activation is partially predicted by functional activation in IPL/pSTG and partially by activation of SMA, whereas in the 5-to 6-year-olds it is fully predicted by the functional activation of SMA. These correlations indicate a stepwise progression toward the functional adult frontotemporal language network. This finding could be related to the developmental changes in the white matter structural connectivity between these regions (Brauer et al., 2013; Skeide et al., 2015) . In adults, the left PO, IPL, and pSTG are structurally connected via a dorsally located pathway consisting of the superior longitudinal and arcuate fasciculi (Friederici and Gierhan, 2013) . These fiber tracts have been proposed to play a major role in the processing of complex sentences in adults (Friederici, 2011; Meyer et al., 2012 Meyer et al., , 2014 Wilson et al., 2011) . However, this connection develops slowly. Diffusion-weighted imaging studies reveal that the dorsal pathway fiber tract connecting pSTG to PO are not observable in newborns (Perani et al., 2011) , and that although they start to develop after the first weeks of life (Dubois et al., 2015) , the fiber bundles are still not fully matured by the age of 7 (Brauer et al., 2011 (Brauer et al., , 2013 Skeide et al., 2015) . In contrast, the ventrally located white matter pathways connecting the temporal lobe to the frontal lobe are well established early in life, with one sub-component terminating in the prefrontal cortex, the premotor cortex, and the superior frontal gyrus reaching out to the SMA (Brauer et al., 2013) .
As expected, the development toward a brain functional selectivity for syntactic complexity within the observed neural network is correlated with sentence processing performance: increased performance for simple sentences is associated with decreased activation in PO and IPL/pSTG. For complex sentence processing, more accurate processing is associated with increased activation in the IPL/pSTG, whereas faster processing is paralleled by increased activation in PO and IPL/pSTG. These findings indicate that the functional attunement toward complex sentence processing of these brain regions is related the improvement of behavioral performance. We will discuss the different brain regions separately below.
The PO
The current fMRI data indicate that only adults show complexitysensitive activation in the PO, which is a crucial ROI in the language network. The data are in line with earlier work reporting the left PO to be involved in the processing of syntactically complex structures in adults (Friederici et al., 2006; Makuuchi et al., 2009; Meyer et al., 2012) . The functional activation observed in children can be related to earlier studies showing that sentence processing in children, compared to adults, generally leads to higher and more diffuse activation in the prefrontal cortex (Brauer and Friederici, 2007; Durston et al., 2006; Lidzba et al., 2011) . The absence of a functional selectivity of the left PO for children in the present study appears to be due to the demanding centerembedded sentences used here. In support of this interpretation, Knoll et al. (2012) using short object-first sentences, reported a developmental change toward a functional selectivity of the left PO for complex sentences in 6-year-olds, but only in a high-performing subgroup. In addition to these age-dependent changes, our analyses show that the establishment of the adult-like functional selectivity for complex sentences is predicted by a reduction of the PO's GMP across age-groups (see Fig. 3C ). The apparently immature brain morphology in children's PO (see Inline Supplementary Fig. S6A ) suggests a fundamental role of cortical maturation in the functional attunement to complex sentence processing. The exact neurophysiological substrate of GMP changes in the cortex is still unclear because GMP depends on the extent of the cortical surface, cortical thickness, and myelination in adjacent white matter (for a review, see Mechelli et al., 2005) . In general, brain maturation during childhood is characterized by progressive changes of a number of parameters: overgrowth of cell bodies (Petanjek et al., 2008) , dendritic sprouting (Simonds and Scheibel, 1989) , overproduction of dendritic spines (Petanjek et al., 2011) , and overgrowth of synaptic connections (for a review, see Huttenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997; Huttenlocher, 1979) . All of these are assumed to provide the basis for maximal learning opportunities (e.g., Petanjek et al., 2011; Rakic et al., 1994) especially in language-related areas (Johnson, 2011; Judas and Cepanec, 2007; Simonds and Scheibel, 1989) . These progressive changes are accompanied by concurrent regressive changes such as synaptic pruning (Rakic et al., 1994) . During this process, some synapses become incorporated into larger networks, while redundant synapses are eliminated to increase transmission efficiency. These structural changes have been related to functional changes, namely, a decline in metabolic activity (Chugani, 1998; Chugani et al., 1987) . In frontal areas, GMP starts to decline between 9 and 12 years of age (Giedd et al., 1999; Tanaka et al., 2012) , that is when language learning becomes more effortful (Hensch and Bilimoria, 2012; Lenneberg, 1967) . In sum, while our data clearly suggest that neural plasticity of the PO plays a crucial role in the region's functional attunement to complex sentence processing, more work is necessary to better understand the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms.
The IPL/pSTG
In the left IPL/pSTG, which is another crucial ROI of the language network, the functional selectivity for syntactic complexity is also only evident in adults. While the IPL is assumed to support vWM (Leff et al., 2009; Meyer et al., 2012; Novais-Santos et al., 2007) , the left pSTG has been proposed to be involved in integrating semantic and syntactic information into an overall sentence meaning (for a review, see Friederici, 2011) . The latter argument is based on the finding that the pSTG only becomes active in experimental paradigms using sentence material, but not in artificial grammar paradigms (Bahlmann et al., 2008; Friederici et al., 2009; Friederici, 2004, 2007) . The higher contribution of vWM span-as approximated by the forward digit span measure-to the variance in brain functional selectivity in the left IPL/pSTG in our study (see Fig. 3F , Table 5 ) provides support that both IPL and pSTG support the processing of vWM-intensive sentences-possibly with the pSTG responsible for integration processes and IPL supporting vWM as such.
Our interpretation is in line with the view that for sentences with double embeddings, vWM processing demands are high (Gibson, 1998) . It also fits the proposal that children's difficulties in processing complex sentences including relative clauses can be attributed to vWM limitations (Felser et al., 2003b) .
As in the left PO, GMP reduction in the left IPL/pSTG is associated with the attunement toward the adult-like activation pattern (see Fig. 3D ). Structural maturation appears to provide the basis for a specific engagement of the IPL/pSTG during the processing of sentences with high vWM demands. Gray matter development has been found to follow similar trajectories in frontal and parietal regions (Giedd et al., 1999 ; see also Inline Supplementary Fig. S6A and B) . The late onset of gray matter decrease in both regions occurs simultaneously with the maturational increase of the dorsal white matter fiber tracts (Brauer et al., 2011 (Brauer et al., , 2013 connecting the pSTG with the PO passing through the IPL (Catani et al., 2005) . Our correlational data suggest that the development of the cortical language network for complex sentence processing depends not only on specific brain regions but, moreover, on interregional processes between the left PO and the left IPL/pSTG.
Other regions
In the whole-brain analysis, the SMA and the cerebellum also showed significant signal changes.
The SMA shows complexity-sensitive activation in adults (see Inline Supplementary Fig. S5C ). Interestingly, there is a developmental change in the relation of activation in the SMA and the PO. In children, but not in adults, the activation of the SMA predicts the activation of the PO and thus appears to be part of the language network in children. Functionally, the SMA has been suggested to be involved in temporal sequencing in adults (Coull et al., 2011) , more specifically in the prediction of dynamic sequence processing (Schubotz, 2007) . In children, increased pre-SMA activity is observed for the extraction of statistical regularities from sequential structures in speech perception, when prosodic cues are provided (McNealy et al., 2010) .
The peak of the current interaction in the SMA is located in the pre-SMA, that is, rostral to the vertical line intersecting the anterior commissure, which has been suggested to separate the rostral pre-SMA from the caudal SMA-proper (Lehéricy et al., 2004; Picard and Strick, 2001 ; for a review, see Schwartze et al., 2012) . The present activity of the pre-SMA may be related to the sequential ordering of the hierarchical sentence structure, as pre-SMA activation has also been found during the processing of embedded structured sentences in adults (Makuuchi et al., 2012) , processing of abstract item sequences in the nonlanguage domain Hanakawa et al., 2002) , processing of abstract rules in the verbal domain (Bunge et al., 2003) , and for working memory tasks (Honey et al., 2000; LaBar et al., 1999; Ravizza et al., 2011) .
The cerebellum also showed a complexity-sensitive activation in adults (see Inline Supplementary Fig. S5D ). Structurally this region is connected to the prefrontal, parietal, and temporal cortices via cortico-ponto-cerebellar and dentate-thalamo-cortical pathways (Schmahmann, 1996) . Functionally, the cerebellum has been shown to be involved in the modulation of a broad spectrum of linguistic functions (for a review, see Murdoch, 2010) , more specifically in the generation of internal representations of the temporal structure of spoken sentences (Kotz and Schwartze, 2010) . This is of particular interest in the context of the present results, as in German, it has been found that the embeddedness of spoken sentences entails the embeddedness of prosodic domains as marked by clausal boundary tones (Féry and Schubö, 2010) . The increased cerebellar activity in the current study might thus reflect the application of timing and sequencing schemes provided by prosodic features to facilitate vWM storage of embedded clauses. In line with this, it has been reported that the interaction between the right inferior posterior cerebellum and the left temporoparietal cortex contributes to vWM (Chen and Desmond, 2005a,b; Desmond et al., 1997) .
Thus, the cerebellum may be essential for generating timing and sequencing schemes, which in turn facilitate the sequential ordering of hierarchical sentence structures. The activation pattern in the cerebellum might be mirrored by the SMA which in turn is related to the activation in PO in the younger children. Further research manipulating prosodic features in the sentence presentation can help to clarify the relation of the activation in the cerebellum and the SMA.
Conclusion
The present data reveal that the functional selectivity of languagerelevant brain regions develops across childhood, and that activation in language-related areas, that is the left PO and IPL/pSTG, correlates with behavioral performance in sentence processing. The attunement of PO and IPL/pSTG toward an adult-like activation pattern during sentence processing is differentially predicted by region-specific gray matter changes and partly by inter-individual differences in vWM span. In sum, our results suggest that both the maturational changes in brain structure and the developmental increase of vWM span facilitate the emergence of brain functional specificity in language-related areas.
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